Sister chromatid exchange points in the heterochromatin and euchromatin regions of Chinese hedgehog chromosomes.
The Chinese hedgehog has a diploid chromosome number of 48 in which there are eleven pairs of telo- or subtelocentric autosomes, twelve pairs of meta- or submetacentric autosomes, a metacentric X chromosome and a telocentric Y chromosome. The heterochromatin is almost completely distributed in five large distal segments of chromosomes nos. 9 to 12 and no. 18. There is no positive C-band in the centromeres of the chromosomes except for the X chromosome which has a small, weakly stained C-band in the centromere. In Chinese hedgehog cells 52.1% of SCEs are found at the junction between the euchromatin and the heterochromatin, 39.5% in the heterochromatin and 8.4% in the auchromatin. The SCE number per unit C-band is double the SCE number per unit euchromatin. The SCE rate in the heterochromatin or euchromatin regions is not proportional to their chromosome length and can be quite different between different pairs of the chromosomes. Our results indicate that there is a non-uniform distribution of the SCEs in the Chinese hedgehog cells.